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We report the magnetic and microstructural properties of antiferromagnetic MnO nanoparticles with shells of
ferrimagnetic Mn3O4, which is opposite the usual arrangement of antiferromagnetically coated ferromagnetic
nanoparticles. In addition, the antiferromagnetic MnO cores order at much higher temperature �TN=118 K�
than the ferrimagnetic Mn3O4 shells �TC=43 K�—another reversal of the usual situation. The single crystal
MnO cores, with rocksalt structure, are crystallographically aligned with the tetragonal spinel structure of the
Mn3O4 shells. Particles field cooled in 50 kOe have large coercive force and exchange bias below TC, e.g.,
5800 and 2950 Oe, respectively, at 5 K. The spontaneous magnetization at TC�Mn3O4� is �20% of its value at
5 K, and remains finite for more than 20 K above TC�Mn3O4�. Hysteresis with exchange bias is present in this
anomalous region. The MnO cores with their uncompensated spins are responsible for the behavior above
TC�Mn3O4�. The MnO cores have a blocking temperature of 95 K, and the hysteresis and exchange bias above
TC�Mn3O4� results from the switching of the MnO spin lattices by their uncompensated spins. Analysis of the
thermoremanent magnetization and field cooling and/or zero field cooling in 50 kOe, and the dependence of
exchange bias on the temperature at which the cooling field was applied support this model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Meiklejohn and Bean discovered exchange anisotropy in
nanoparticles �NP’s� consisting of a ferromagnetic �FM� Co
core and an antiferromagnetic �AF� CoO shell, with the mag-
netic ordering temperatures TC�Co��TN�CoO�.1 For more
than 50 years since that discovery, investigations of ex-
change anisotropy in NP have generally involved systems
following the Meiklejohn-Bean paradigm, namely, FM core
with AF shell and TC�TN, as discussed in the review by
Nogués et al.2 Since many transition metal oxides are AF
�e.g., NiO, CoO, FeO, and �-Fe2O3�, and these are native
oxides of the respective transition metals, most core-shell
samples studied have been prepared by oxidizing the metal
particles. Control of the size distribution and of the core and
shell dimensions is generally difficult with these oxidized
particles, and, quoting Ref. 2, “another drawback is that, due
to the shape of the nanoparticles and their reduced size, the
AFM shell usually grows highly disordered, making the con-
trol of its microstructure rather difficult.” For these reasons,
our basic understanding of exchange anisotropy in core-shell
systems is much less advanced than is the case for FM-AF
binary film systems.

We report here the behavior of core-shell NP in which not
only are both features of the Meiklejohn-Bean paradigm in-
verted, but the core and shell microstructures are very well
defined, and the size distribution is narrow. These NP’s con-
sist of AF MnO cores with ferrimagnetic Mn3O4 shells; and
TN�MnO� is 118 K,3 whereas TC�Mn3O4� is only 43 K.4 The
single crystal MnO cores with rocksalt structure are crystal-
lographically aligned with the tetragonally deformed spinel

Mn3O4. A microstructural model is developed which ac-
counts for the alignment of these two dissimilar structures.
Very large coercive force �HC�, i.e., half the sum of the ab-
solute values of the two fields at which the magnetization is
zero, and exchange bias �HE�, i.e., hysteresis loop shifts
along the applied field axis, appear at low temperatures for
field-cooled samples. At TC�Mn3O4�, the spontaneous mag-
netization declines sharply but retains �20% of its magni-
tude at 5 K, and does not vanish until much higher tempera-
tures. Hysteresis loops at temperatures within this anomalous
region exhibit finite HC and HE. The thermoremanent mag-
netization �TRM� is likewise finite at temperatures well
above TC�Mn3O4�. These anomalous properties are due to
uncompensated spin moments on the MnO-NP surfaces, with
the hysteresis arising from the switching of the magnetic
sublattices of the MnO NP by the torque exerted by uncom-
pensated spins. The uncompensated spins are also respon-
sible for establishing HE in these NP with TN greater than
TC—on field cooling the frozen polarized MnO uncompen-
sated spins polarize the Mn3O4 by exchange coupling below
TC. The MnO-NP exhibit a blocking temperature �TB�
�20 K below TN.

Several previous investigations of nominal MnO NP have
observed the magnetization to decline at �43 K and attrib-
uted this to finite size reductions of the bulk TN�MnO�.5–10

Another study of oxidized Mn NP inferred an inverted be-
havior associated with the presence of MnO and Mn3O4.11 In
the present study, microstructural and magnetic data confirm
unambiguously the existence of NP with MnO cores and
Mn3O4 shells.
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II. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND STRUCTURAL
CHARACTERIZATION

The MnO /Mn3O4 NP were prepared by thermal decom-
position of a Mn-oleate complex in a high boiling point or-
ganic solvent.12 The as-prepared particles with excess oleic
acid were stored in hexane. The nominal objective was to
prepare MnO-NP. It is not clear whether the Mn3O4 shell was
present in the initial preparation, or whether it evolved dur-
ing storage. However, over the time scale of our measure-
ments, the particle structures did not change. The particles
were washed in combinations of methanol, acetone, and hex-
ane until they were free of excess oleic acid �clear solution,
particles readily precipitated�. Samples of as-prepared and
washed particles were dried and mounted for superconduct-
ing quantum interference device �SQUID� measurements in
Ag cups, which were pressed into disks to immobilize and
protect the particles.

Figure 1�a� is a low magnification electron micrograph of
an array of the as-prepared MnO /Mn3O4 NP. The NP’s have

rhomboidal shapes with average sizes of 26–28 nm. Details
of a single particle are shown at higher magnification in Fig.
1�b�. The �111� lattice images of the core and the surrounding
shell are clearly visible. The Mn3O4 shell has an average
thickness of �4 nm, and has the tetragonal hausmanite struc-
ture �tetragonally deformed from the high temperature cubic
spinel form� with lattice parameters aspinel=8.153 Å and c
=1.16aspinel.

13 The single crystal MnO core has the rocksalt
structure with a=4.445 Å.3 Despite the mismatch between
the crystal structures and the lattice spacings, the core and
shell are crystallographically well aligned. The NP’s exhib-
ited broad and shallow x-ray diffraction peaks at the �211�,
�103�, and �220� Mn3O4 positions, and broad electron dif-
fraction rings with diameters consistent with the large
Mn3O4 unit cell.

III. MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

Hysteresis loops measured below TC�Mn3O4� after field
cooling in 50 kOe are shown in Fig. 2. The characteristic
high field susceptibility found in bulk14 and NP Mn3O4 �Ref.
15� is evident. Mn3O4 has a normal spinel spin occupancy
with the Mn3+ cations in the octahedral B sites and the Mn2+

cations in the tetrahedral A sites. The Mn3+ spins are not
collinear, but are canted with a net moment antiparallel to the
Mn2+ spins. The high field susceptibility results from rotation
of the canted spins into the field direction. In the inset in Fig.
2, the high field region is expanded. As the temperature is
decreased, the bifurcation field increases until it reaches the
maximum measuring field of 70 kOe at 5 K. The bifurcation
field is the maximum field at which irreversible switching of
the magnetization occurs. These high switching fields are
consistent with the reported anisotropy field of 74 kOe at
4.2 K along the hard c axis.16

The spontaneous magnetization �0 was determined by
extrapolating the high field magnetization back to H=0.
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FIG. 1. �a� Low resolution electron micrograph showing array
of MnO /Mn3O4 NP supported on thin carbon film. �b� High reso-
lution electron micrograph of MnO /Mn3O4 NP showing alignment
of the �111� lattice planes of both phases.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Hysteresis loops of the MnO /Mn3O4 NP
at indicated temperatures. Inset shows increasing bifurcation field
with decreasing temperature.
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Its temperature dependence is shown in Fig. 3. The
slope changes in the region where a commensurate/
incommensurate spin transition occurs,17 and an inflection
point is present near TC�Mn3O4�. �0 reduces sharply near
TC�Mn3O4�, but, remarkably, at TC�Mn3O4� it retains the
high value of 20% of �0�5 K� and does not vanish until
�65 K.

The temperature dependence of HE and HC after field
cooling from 300 to 5 K in 50 kOe �field cooled �FC��, and
for 5, 10, and 20 K in 0 kOe �zero field cooled �ZFC��, are
plotted in Fig. 4. The large HC at low temperatures arises
from the switching of single domain Mn3O4 NP with their
large magnetocrystalline anisotropy. The FC-HC has a mini-
mum in the region of the spin reorientation, but remains
measurable until �65 K. The smaller ZFC-HC is due to the
random alignments of both the magnetocrystalline aniso-
tropy axes and the contributions of exchange anisotropy for
that case. ZFC-HE is vanishingly small as a result of the
almost completely random distribution of the NP
interfaces—its finite value demonstrates the difficulty of
achieving a perfectly random distribution. As with �O and
HC, the FC-HE remains measurable until �65 K.

Mn3O4 is a native oxide of MnO, as reported for bulk18

and NP19 samples. The interfacial microstructure must be

consistent with the alignment of the core and shell lattice
planes. A model applicable to the growth of Mn3O4 on MnO
has been discussed by Catlow and Fender20 for the similar
structural consideration of Fe3O4 impurities in Fe�1−X�O. The
model follows from the facts that the usual defect present in
MnO is a Mn2+ vacancy which can be compensated by the
formation of Mn3+ ions, and that the lowest energy distribu-
tions of the Mn2+ vacancies and Mn3+ ions favor the forma-
tion of clusters consisting of four octahedral vacancies sur-
rounding a tetrahedrally coordinated Mn3+. These clusters
energetically tend to aggregate by edge and corner sharing,
and one such aggregate is an element of the spinel structure
from which Mn3O4 can develop. Figure 5 shows schemati-
cally how Mn2+ vacancies on the MnO �111� plane produce
an atomic coordination similar to the �111� plane of
Mn3O4.21 The cluster aggregate model implies the presence
of Mn3+ ions with 4�B spins on the surfaces of the MnO-NP.
If these spins are uncompensated or ordered, as well as Mn2+

uncompensated spins due to the vacancies and to the usual
finite size effects, plus the likelihood of polarization of some
interfacial Mn3O4 by virtue of proximity to the ordered
MnO, the combination would account for the significant
value of �0 above TC�Mn3O4�.

Support for such a model comes from the TRM in Fig. 6,
which shows the temperature dependence of the TRM, nor-
malized to the values at 10 K, for as-prepared and washed
samples after field cooling in 50 kOe to 10 K and then mea-
suring the remanent moment in zero field. As seen in Fig.
6�a�, Mn3O4 dominates the TRM below its TC. Above 43 K
�Fig. 6�b��, the TRM is the moment of the frozen polarized
uncompensated spins on the surfaces of the MnO-NP. As
shown in the inset of Fig. 6, the normalized TRM indicates
that the blocking temperature of the MnO-NP is 95 K. To
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Temperature dependence of spontaneous
magnetization of MnO /Mn3O4 NP.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Temperature dependence of HE and HC.
Solid points after field cooling in 50 kOe; hollow points after zero-
field cooling.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Schematic showing Mn atoms in MnO
and Mn3O4 lattices and their arrangements on the respective �111�
planes.
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justify this conclusion, the MnO cores in the NP can be ap-
proximated as cubes with 20 nm edges. For SQUID mea-
surements that take about a minute per point, it is generally
agreed that KV /kT, where K is the anisotropy constant of NP
with volume V, should be about 25 for thermal stability.
Bloch et al.22 have estimated from susceptibility measure-
ments that the weak �111� plane anisotropy K2=9
�103 erg /cc at 4.2 K. This makes K2V /kT=120 at 4.2 K.
With K2 remaining constant, K2V /kT would be 5 at 95 K.
Since K2 is generally smaller at 95 K than at 4.2 K, it is quite
reasonable to take 95 K as the blocking temperature TB of
the MnO-NP, where TB is the temperature at which the larg-

est MnO particles become superparamagnetic. The tempera-
ture dependence of the TRM above 43 K is similar to that of
other monoxides such as CoO �Ref. 23� and Co0.52Ni0.48O, 24

namely, relatively flat at high temperatures, with a sharp in-
crease at lower temperatures. The increase at low tempera-
tures is likely due to a high density of uncompensated spins
that are more weakly exchange coupled to the MnO-NP.

FC and ZFC magnetization measurements were made in
several fields as functions of temperature. Measurements at
10 and 100 Oe reflected principally the complex field-
dependent switching of the Mn3O4 NP, and did not provide
particularly useful insight into basic NP properties. However,
the 50 kOe runs, shown in Fig. 7, were very helpful in cor-
roborating the value of TB. FC/ZFC runs in 50 kOe are close
to a “ground state” in that the FC alignment is virtually com-
plete, and we may regard the ZFC values as truly reversible.
Therefore, the difference between them is a measure of irre-
versibility. In Fig. 7, �FC-ZFC� vanishes at 95 K, precisely
the value of TB derived from the TRM, as shown in Fig. 6.
The irreversibility measured by the 50 kOe runs above 43 K
consists of the switching of MnO NP by their uncompensated
spins, as previously discussed. Thus, when the most stable
MnO NP becomes superparamagnetic, irreversibility van-
ishes, and that temperature is TB.

The properties of the NP above TC�Mn3O4� originate from
the following microstructural and/or magnetic consider-
ations: The crystallographic alignment of the �4 nm Mn3O4
shells with the �20 nm MnO cores implies the presence of
Mn3+ �4�B� defects on the MnO interfacial surfaces, as well
as the defects associated with the vacancies present. These
defects contribute to the MnO uncompensated spin moment
at temperatures above TC�Mn3O4� in addition to the uncom-
pensated spins arising from finite size effects, producing a
seemingly anomalous �0. The finite values of HC and HE of
field-cooled NP are due to the switching of the MnO-NP spin
systems by the biased uncompensated spins to which they
are exchange coupled. This switching is facilitated at these
elevated temperatures by the low anisotropy of MnO, and by
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FIG. 6. �Color online� TRM normalized to the value at 10 K.
Shown are data for the as-prepared sample and two measurements
of the washed sample. �a� and �b� show data for low and high
temperatures, respectively. The inset in �b� shows the expanded
high temperature data which permits the identification of TB.

FIG. 7. �Color online� FC and ZFC magnetization in 50 kOe.
The inset shows the FC �red� and ZFC �black� curves. The main
curve shows �FC-ZFC�, which vanishes at 95 K.
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thermally activated reduction of energy barriers, as indicated
by the fact that TB is �23 K less than TN�MnO�.

Another series of experiments provided additional infor-
mation about the NP model and the general issue of how HE
is established when TN is considerably greater than TC. Vari-
ous FC protocols were applied, with the results shown in
Table I. HE and HC were measured at 10 K after �a� zero
field cooling to the indicated temperatures in the first column
and field cooling in 5 Tto 10 K, and �b� field coding in 5 T
to the indicated temperatures in the second column and then
zero field cooling to 10 K. The most significant results of
these experiments are the following:

�i� Field cooling to 70 K, then zero field cooling to 10 K
produce 25% of maximum HE. This result shows that un-
compensated spins on MnO-NP with the highest energy bar-
riers are pinned by field cooling to 70 K, and that these
spins, in turn, bias the Mn3O4 to which they are exchange
coupled as the Mn3O4 magnetically orders on cooling in zero
field below 43 K.

�ii� Zero field cooling to 70 K and then field cooling to
10 K yield the same HE as the full field coding to 10 K from
350 K. Evidently, the MnO anisotropy at 70 K, assisted by
thermal activation, produces energy barriers low enough for
the 5 T cooling field to polarize all MnO-NP in the field
direction as effectively as when field cooled from 350 K.

�iii� Zero field cooling to T�50 K and then field cooling
to 10 K yield progressively lower HE until HE is negligible
for zero field cooling to 10 K. An important feature of these
data is that field cooling from 50 K, �TC�Mn3O4�, does not
produce maximum HE as does field cooling from 70 K. If the
polarization of paramagnetic Mn3O4 was responsible for HE,
then field cooling from both 70 and 50 K would be expected
to yield maximum HE at 10 K since both temperatures are
�TC�Mn3O4�.

�iv� HC is not strongly dependent on the field-cooling
protocol—it is moderately reduced as spin alignment is re-
duced, i.e., as HE decreases.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In addition to inverting the usual FM-AF core-shell struc-
tures and magnetic ordering temperatures, the MnO /Mn3O4
NP impact a variety of issues; namely, the growth of native
oxides on monoxide AF-NP; how exchange anisotropy is
established in doubly inverted NP; the role of AF uncompen-
sated spins in the hysteresis of AF-NP; the origin of the
magnetic properties of the FM-AF interface; and the basic
properties that define the blocking temperatures of AF-NP.
The alignment of the MnO core and Mn3O4 shell lattice
planes shown in Fig. 1 strongly supports the atomic arrange-
ment sketched in Fig. 5. Such an ordered interface, albeit
with some Mn3+ defects, implies strong interfacial
MnO /Mn3O4 coupling. This is confirmed by the large HE
below TC�Mn3O4�. The manner by which HE is established
in this system, where TN is so much higher than TC, is
straightforward—as MnO is cooled in a field from above TN,
its uncompensated spins are frozen with a net polarization in
the field direction. These polarized spins induce the same
polarization direction in the Mn3O4 by exchange coupling as
the NP’s are cooled below TC�Mn3O4�. As the cooling field is
applied at progressively lower temperatures, HE is reduced
since more uncompensated spins have been frozen in random
directions. The appearance of HE and HC above TC�Mn3O4�
is a vivid demonstration of irreversible switching of AF spin
lattices by exchange-coupled uncompensated spins—with
the assistance of thermal activation. The TRM of the
MnO-NP above TC�Mn3O4� has a similar temperature depen-
dence to that observed in polycrystalline films of AF mon-
oxides, i.e., a relatively flat higher temperature region with a
sharp upswing at lower temperatures. It seems very reason-
able to consider that the low temperature TRM upswing rep-
resents uncompensated spins more weakly coupled to the
MnO cores e.g., either further away or with superexchange
angles less than 180°. Finally, the behavior of the HC, HE,
�0, TRM, and FC-ZFC of the MnO-NP above TC�Mn3O4�
provides an exhaustively characterized example of the prop-
erties of relatively monodispersed AF monoxide NP up to TB.
This latter feature is a direct consequence of the double
inversion—FM on the AF surface with TC less than TN. Fi-
nally, it is possible that the conclusions reached in this inves-
tigation can explain some of the properties reported in pre-
vious studies of MnO-NP’s.5–10,25
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TABLE I. HE and HC after indicated field-cooling protocols.

ZFC from 350 K
to �X� K,
then FC in 5 T
to 10 K.
X �K�

FC from 350 K
in 5 T to

�Y� K, then
ZFC to 10 K.

�Y� K
HE at 10 K

�Oe�
HC at 10 K

�Oe�

10 1884 4384

70 1871 4371

70 471 4082

50 1554 4286

40 1415 4335

30 1096 4292

10 71 3905

10 �1 month later� 1867 4349
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